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Adriana Hackett

Mrs. Hackett is a very special teacher. She gave me a
special folder for non-fiction writing. It made me
happy!

Andrew Hall

Adrienne Sussman

Thanks for being such a great teacher!

Carol Dores

Ajit Doolabh

Thank you for your continued dedication, patience
and guidance.

The Soisson Family

Allison Fitzpatrick

A true professional, a student advocate and an
educator who will be remembered for a lifetime.
Your care for the children makes all the difference in
the experience they have in school. Thank you so
much!

Denise Zenevitch

Amie Mumma

I think you're really nice and you do a good job!

Evan McCarthy

Amie Mumma

Mrs. Mumma is great at teaching math. She is a lot
of fun.

Chad, Jennifer, Jocelyn
& Carissa Titus

Amie Mumma

You are an amazing teacher, Amie! Kaitlyn has had a
wonderful year of learning thanks to you! Thank you!

Mike, Katie &
Kaitlyn Zezza

Amy D'Orio

Thank you for mentoring Martha. You were very
kind to take her on in a leadership role.

Amy Diezemann & Family

Andrea Paltauf

Mrs. Paltauf is just what we needed for 2nd grade
this year. We are so grateful!

Falci Family

Andrea Paltauf

Gelfand

Andrea Paltauf

Thank you for being such a wonderful, caring and
astute teacher!

Sophia & Var Kempe

Andrew Hill

Thank you for challenging me in math this year and
for always making the classes entertaining.

Kendra Lennon

Andrew Hill

3 Years working with Mr. Hill has had a lifechanging impact on our son. Many thanks for your
support and encouragement.

The Rockholz Family
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Angela Haselwood

To a very dear and compassionate person. For
someone who was my school nurse when I attended
BHS from 1980-1984. It was a true privilege to have
her be instrumental in the care of my children, one
who had severe allergies and one who had ADHD.
Her extensive knowledge and feedback helped us
make his ADHD more bearable. My heart goes out
to theis VERY special person. Thank you just isn't
enough!

Kyle Wahl/Lisa DiNardo

Anna Bonapace

Thank you for seeing the potential in your students.
You have been a wonderful support for our child.

The Santos Family

Anthony Corden

Your professionalism and respect for our son will stay
with him throughout his academic career. Your
enthusiasm has given him a new passion for learning
about history.

Laura and Darin Lonergan

Art Colley

Thank you for all the work and time you put in
towards making Brookfield the place it is.

Victor Katz

Barb Carneglia

We had so much fun with you over the last 2 years.
We will miss you very much. Thank you!

Dylan and Austin Bierlein

Barb Carneglia

Barb has been a wonderful support to both our boys.
Thank you!!

Julie and Justin Calemmo

Barb Rooney

You always teach the children with kindness and
respect. You are an incredible asset to CES!

ANONYMOUS

Barbara Kessler

Thanks for inspiring and empowering Zach. You
boosted his confidence and increased his interest in
science.

Bo Qu and Tony Ye

Barbara Nanassy

Thanks for running a kid-centered, organized and
efficient math program!

Michael Quinn

Barry Huber

A warm, wonderful and absolutely dedicated teacher.
We wish he was moving up to WMS!

Raymond LaPointe

Barry Huber

Your sincerity, wisdom, structure and energetic
approach to education is to be commended. Thank
you, The Sinta Family

The Sinta Family
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Kwok Lun Lee

Brenna Sullivan

Thank you for being a wonderful teacher through
your combination of compassion and patience for the
children who need it most!

Steve and Jennifer Miller

Brenna Sullivan

Your compassion and encouragement have helped
Evan become confident in who he is and what he is
capable of accomplishing. Thank you.

Bergeron Family

Brian Davidson

Thanks for being the personal coach of the Wallin's!
We appreciate your volunteering every season!

Carly and Luke Wallin

Carol Dores

For your willingness to mentor me, teach me, guide
me and listen to me, I thank you.

The Scott Family

Cathie Fitzgerald

Best teacher EVER!! Mrs. Fitz is an amazing and
supportive person, anyone would be extremely lucky
to have her.

Nicolette Duncan

Cathy Caporole

Thanks for looking out for Ethan!

The Scott Family

Charlie Manos

Thanks for always keeping it about the kids and
making a real difference.

Melanie, Brian and
Michael Quinn

Christine Mattei

Thanks for always being there and providing support
for my son's progress.

Bo Qu and Tony Ye

Christine Weiss

Thank you for your dedication and support this year!

A'Hearn/Spagnolo Family

Cindy O'Donovan

Thank you from all three of our children!

The Highlander Family

Cindy O'Donovan

You are an awesome teacher. Thanks for building my
son's confidence.

Disha Sandeep Gandbhir

Cosme Tenesaca

Thank you for always taking care of our
messes…more times than we can count.

HHES PTO

Dana Cook

Thanks for supporting and encouraging Zach. You
really understand him.

Bo Qu and Tony Ye
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Dana Marone

You bring out the best in everyone by being
supportive and encouraging. Ms. Marone helps each
child reach their potential by believing in them.

The Moudud Family

Dana Marone

Never had so much communication with a teacher
regarding a student. Miss Marone has always been
patient with myself (Dad) and our daughter Silvana.

Bashir (Bob) Hattar

Dana Marone

Thank you for caring so much about the children
and for all of your work, even beyond the academics.

Anonymous

Dana Marone

Miss Marone is a phenomenal teacher. She is
innovative, energetic, and inspirational. Absolutely
Brookfield's finest teacher!

Matt Kavanagh

Dave Pepsoski

You go above and beyond to help students be the
best they can be. We appreciate your ability to watch
after and motivate our son.

The Joshi Family

Dave Pepsoski

Mr Pepsoski is very nice, kind and friendly to
everyone.

Elizabeth Rudinskaya

Deane Renda

Thank you for all your hard work, help and support.
You are the best!

Mark Smith and family

Debbie Berman

Thank you Mrs. Berman for helping me be a better
reader.

Matthew Hopcroft

Debbie Farias

Mrs. Farias has helped me learn a lot this year and
she taught me how to be me.

Ryan Sanborn

Debbie Farias

Thank you for teaching me a lot…I love you so, so ,
so, so much!!

Elizabeth DeStefano

Denise Kearns

Thank you for being there for our daughter this year.

The Soisson Family

Dennis Petrino

The only teacher that makes me want to learn more
about science. Thanks for the knowledge.

Nicolette Duncan

Diane Nason

Thank you for fostering such a warm and challenging
classroom environment.

The Caraluzzi Family
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Diane Nason

You are a very nice and helpful person. Thank you
for being a great teacher and for making learning fun.

Arianna Landesbaum

Diane Pasheluk

Thank you for helping me learn.

Cory A'Hearn

Don Burdick

Thank you for always taking care of our
messes…more times than we can count.

HHES PTO

Doreen Dupill

Thank you so much for being our partner in Ethan's
success.

The Scott Family

Dorina Leslie

Thank you for your dedication and commitment to
Cultural/SEM on behalf of the HHES PTO.

HHES PTO

Dot Beneway

For all of the support that you give the graduating
seniors - thanks!!

Kristen Papucci

Ed Butt

Thank you for always believing in me, helping me
make goals and pushing me to achieve them. I am so
luck to be able to train with a coach as caring as you.

Kendra Lennon

Erin Dillon

Thank you so much for giving me such an amazing
opportunity. I love being able to work with you.

Kendra Lennon

Fiona Bracken

Thank you for everything and for all your work with
me!

Tainon F. Da Silva

Frank Acquanita

Thanks for coaching me. I had a great year and I
learned so much!

Claire Lennon

Geoffrey Schenker

Thank you for being such an excellent Spanish
teacher. I'm not just learning a language in your
class, I'm learning a culture.

Verity Sturm

Gerry Ferris

Mrs. Ferris is very kind and helps me with my work.

Matthew Hopcroft

Heather Biancheri

Thank you for passing along your love for science. It
is infectious!

Martha Diezemann

Heather Clifford

Thank you for making Fourth grade such a great year
for our daughter.

The Soisson Family
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Heidi Riddle

She's nice and kind and makes science fun!

Gigi Highlander

Jacqueline Ondrey

Thank you for your dedication and commitment to
Cultural/SEM on behalf of the HHES PTO.

HHES PTO

Jane Shugg

Mrs. Shugg exemplifies the kind of reading teacher
needed to help children reach their reading goals!

Steve and Jennifer Miller

Jay Annis

Thank you for all of the time and energy you give to
the St. Joseph youth group!

The Sturm Family

Jeff

Thank you for being so kind and making Christian
feel safe. He misses you.

Marie Williams

Jenn Perri

She goes out of her way to help students.

Grace Alvarez

Jessie Abney

Thanks for looking out for Ethan!

The Scott Family

Jill Nelson

Thank you, Ms. Nelson for being nice, fun and
helping us learn new things.

Zoe Garbus

Jill Nelson

Ms Nelson - You are the best teacher. Thank you for
your patience, kindness, and love everyday! Love,
Lance Loewengart

Lance Loewengart

Jillian Vigliotti

Thanks for making my ninth grade year great! You
are an incredible teacher and caring person.

Emily Carrizzo

Jillian Vigliotti

Thank you for your efforts last year with truly "going
the extra mile" and reaching out to a student who
needed help.

Bill and Charlene
Johns/Sara Johns (student)

Joan Oppenheimer

Mrs. O is a dedicated, patient and exemplary teacher.
The love and pride she has for teaching is to be
honored.

The Russo Family

Jo-Anne

Jo-Anne has gone above and beyond. Thank you!

Julie and Justin Calemmo

Joe Genovese

You helped Evan "climb to new heights" with his
confidence and pride. Thank you.

Bergeron Family
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Joe Yasinski

Thank you for always taking care of our
messes…more times than we can count.

HHES PTO

John Fabbri

It has been a pleasure to watch my child, Nate, grow
with you as his teacher.

The Kaalman Family

John Fabbri

Thank you for being such a great teacher, for being
kind, patient and also teaching sign language.

Joseph Bednarik

John Fabbri

You make learning fun!

Abigail Dell

John Fabbri

Thank you for your commitment to the Volunteer
Advisory Council this year.

HHES PTO

John LaMendola

Thank you for allowing each individual to shine.

The Sturm Family

Jon Reinhardt

Thanks Mr. Reinhardt for providing me with a
magnificent mathematical learning experience!

Tommy Consalvo

Jon Reinhardt

You have made Honors Math a fun, but yet
challenging experience.

Heather Morey

Jon Reinhardt

Thank you for having interest in our children's
educationo. We will miss you at BHS!

The Diezemann Family

Joy Sheeran

Thanks a million for your support and flexibility!
(not to mention your inspiration)

The Rockholz Family

Judy Williams

Thanks for making my Kindergarten year great!

Ellie Carrizzo

Jules Scheithe

Thank you for making these last three years at
HHES such a special time for our children.

The Soisson Family

Julie Hasselmann

Thank you for being a wonderful teacher and
developing my son's interest in school.

Disha Sandeep Gandbhir

Julie Scheite

Thank you for all that you do at HHES.

Anonymous

Kathleen Kryspin

You have been an excellent inspiration throughout
my literacy journey. Thank you for all your help, I
highly appreciate it.

Carly Consalvo
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Katie Zezza

Mrs. Zezza is a terrific teacher who brings out the
strengths in her students and helps them overcome
their weaknesses.

Adrianna Wasiczko

Kelly Harrington

Thank you for your dedication and commitment in
coordinating SEM with the HHES PTO.

HHES PTO

Kent Gemmell

Thank you for your continued dedication and
support during our time at HHES

The Soisson Family

Kerri Bell

Thank you for putting smiles on my daughters' faces
and always being supportive.

Bonnie and Joe Palumbo

Kerri Bell

Thank you for sharing your toys. You are a great
help.

Julian Gregory

Kim Hammer

No amount of words will ever be able to describe the
amount of thanks we have for you. You are
SUPERCALIFRAGILISTICEXBEALADOSHOUS!

Bonnie and Joe Palumbo

Kim Hammer

We enjoyed our 2 years of preschool with you.
Thanks for making it so special.

Dylan and Austin Bierlein

Kim Hammer

Kim has been a great teacher to both our boys.
Thank you!

Julie and Justin Calemmo

Kim Hammer

Thanks for being a great teacher!

Chase Sylvia

Kim Tolle

Mrs. Tolle is a magnificinet teacher! She is kind,
caring, fun and fair. She is the best teacher ever!

Olivia Martin

Kim Tolle

Thanks for being such a great teacher!

Tye Sylvia

Kimberly Mitchell

Thank you for all of your efforts (several years ago)
and for teaching a student not to be afraid to write.

Bill and Charlene
Johns/Sara Johns (student)

Kimberly Rothen

Thank you for "going the extra mile" with your
teaching and giving your students confidence that
they can do well in Algebra!

Bill and Charlene
Johns/Sara Johns (student)

Krys Salon

Thank you for all of your hard work!

The Scott Family
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Laurie Lazorchak

Mrs. Lazorchak makes learning fun and goes above
and beyond what a tutor would do to help a student.

Pamela Paduano

Laurie Stubbs

Thanks for being the most passionate, wonderful
second grade teacher ever!

Christopher Villanueva

Lee Morgan

Thank you for being such a great fourth grade
teacher. Our daughter has learned so much from you
this year.

The Soisson Family

Lee Morgan

Thank you for being such an awesome teacher! I
especially love the drama unit!

Karli Queenan

Lee Morgan

Thanks for making my last year at Huckleberry a
great one!

Brian Villanueva

Linae Wutzl

Mrs. Wutzl is so funny in Peer Leadership and I'm so
glad I am involved in Peer Leadership with her.

Claire Lennon

Linda Bertozzi

Mrs. Bertozzi brings the right mixture of structure
and fun to her classroom and Danielle loves her!

Falci Family

Linda Bertozzi

Thanks for making my fifth grade year great! You
really know how to make learning fun!

Elizabeth Carrizzo

Linda Mitten

Henderson Family

Lindsay Benicewicz

Thanks for your help and support to improve my
son's writing skills.

Bo Qu and Tony Ye

Lisa Schang

Thank you for making math a fun challenge for me.

Ashley Peck

Liz Sortino

Thank you for being an inspirational coach! You've
kept me spinning for years!

Amy Diezemann

Liz Spencer

Thank you for providing such a challenging and
inspiring teaching environment for our son.

The Rockholz Family

Louis Fallon

Thank you for always taking care of our
messes…more times than we can count.

HHES PTO
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Lucy LaPointe

Thank you for your dedication and commitment in
coordinating SEM with the HHES PTO.

HHES PTO

Majesta

Thank you very much for the work you provide to
my daughter Isabella. May God Bless you.

Leia Alves

Mandipa Mukherjee

Thank you Dr. Muhkerjee for making your students
feel like they can excel in Chemistry!

The Hathaway's

Margaret Fitzgerald

Thank you for all that you do for HHES band. You
make Wednesday morning practice fun!

Karli Queenan

Marguerite Chayka

Your support has been invaluable and greatly
appreciated.

The Rockholz Family

Maria Alana LaChance World's Most Patient Guidance Counselor

Michael Quinn

Maria LaChance

Thank you for being a "safe haven" and a wonderful
support system for our family.

Alaina Katz

Mark Vaghi

Mr. Vaghi makes learning science fun and
interesting.

Jake Hopcroft

Mark Vaghi

Mr. Vaghi makes everything easy to understand and
he always teaches me something new every day.

Kyle Sanborn

Marty Settle

World's Best Special Ed Teacher!

Melanie Quinn

Mary Ann Iamartino

Thank you Mrs. Iamartino for helping me be a better
reader.

Matthew Hopcroft

Mary Ann Iamartino

Thanks for helping me "stay on course"!

Luke Wallin

Mary Giannakakos

Your excitement and passion to teach children is
inspiring. Thank you for your continued dedication
and support.

The Santos Family

Mary Polino-Testone

There aren't enough ways to say "Thank You" for
these past few years. Your knowledge and support is
greatly appreciated!

The Santos Family

Mary Rose Dymond

Thank you for all that you do at HHES.

Anonymous
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Mary Rose Dymond

Thank you for making these last three years at
HHES such a special time for our children.

The Soisson Family

Mary Rose Dymond

I'm glad you are our Principal. You are smart and
kind.

Daniel Gregory

Anonymous

Mary Rose Dymond
Matthew O'Connor

Thanks for putting the team together. You have
taught me so much!

Claire Lennon

Maureen Fitzpatrick

Thanks for making the Huckleberry Library such a
great place!

Brian and Christopher
Villanueva

May Blankenship

Thank you for your kindness and help in making the
transition to WMS easier.

The Kaalman Family

Meg McQueen

Meg is devoted to all students. She continually works
tirelessly on their behalf so they succeed!

Nancy Power

Melissa Carle

Thank you for keeping us safe!

Teresa Leopold

Melissa Dymicki

Thank you for making Fourth grade such a great year
for our daughter.

The Soisson Family

Meredith McGlynn

Thank you for letting each student's voice be heard.

The Highlander Family

Meyer Glaser

Meyer has been a great support. Thank you!

Julie and Justin Calemmo

Michael
Abbondondolo

Thank you for volunteering in Mrs. Sullivan's class.
Evan thinks you're "awesome" and always looks
forward to your visits.

Bergeron Family

Michael Coccaro

You are such a wonderful teacher and role model for
your taekwondo students. They are lucky to learn
from you. Thank you.

Bergeron Family

Michael O'Mara

Ryan is a better guitarist, but more imporant, a
better person because of you. Thank you.

Bergeron Family

Michael Smith

Thank you for making history interesting, helping
me through this year and supporting our class.

Kendra Lennon
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Bo Qu and Tony Ye
Henderson Family

Michele Tuck

Thank you for making Sam's Kindergarten
experience great! You are an awesome teacher!

The Consalvo's

Michele Tuck

Michele has been an excellent teacher for our son.
Thank you!

Julie and Justin Calemmo

Mollie McDonald

Thank you for being a marvelous teacher and always
being so helfpul…I love you!

Olivia DeStefano

Mollie McDonald

Thank you for going above and beyond and
developing a love of learning in your students.

The Titus Family

Mollie McDonald

Miss McDonald's dedication to her students touched
our hearts.

Yu Huang

Mollie McDonald

Ms. McDonald is the most wonderful teacher
because of her love, enthusiasm and love for teaching
her students.

Christina Wasiczko

Mollie McDonald

For being an outstanding teacher.

Shawn McGee

Mollie McDonald

Miss McDonald read the Wilma Rudolph story to
my son. He was so inspired he named our rescue
puppy "Wilma".

Jane Cofone

Mollie McDonald

Ms. McDonald is a compassionate, understanding
and motivated teacher. Our whole family thinks she's
terrific.

Susan and George Kappus

Mollie McDonald

Thank you for what you teach us every day. You
always brighten my day!

Teresa Leopold

Mollie McDonald

Thank you for being a great , caring, and inspiring
teacher

Gabrielle Gregory

Monica Walsh

Thank you for being our kind and friendly school
nurse and especially for leading Rise and Shine!

Julia and Joseph Bednarik
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Mr. Steve

Thanks for being a great bus driver!

The Consalvo's

Mrs. Darling

Thank you for all your hard work, help and support.
You are the best!

Mark Smith and family

Mrs. Griffin

For her caring for children to succeed and excel. For
a special person who goes the extra mile and for her
"shoulder to cry on", I will forever be grateful and
never forget.

Kyle Wahl/Lisa DiNardo

Ms. Boon

Thank you for all your hard work, help and support.
You are the best!

Mark Smith and family

Ms. Graziano

Thanks to Ms. Graziano I have had some great
opportunities and she has helped me grow as a
student.

Kyle Sanborn

Nancy D'Amora

Thank you for kindling Joesph's love of science.

Maria Abraham

Nancy Hayes

Gelfand

Nancy Power

Thanks for helping Michael find his "voice" in
literacy this year!

Michael Quinn

Nancy Power

Thank you for all the wisdom, insight, support and
care you have shown our family.

Madison Katz

Nancy Power

Thanks so much for running a Scrabble Club!

Claire Lennon

Nancy Sommerfeld

Your dedication has created a positive foundation for
our child's educational journey. We thank you for
your enthusiasm and efforts.

Chanda and Emmanuel
Yamoah

Nancy Sommerfeld

You're kind, caring and create a fun, yet structured
learning environment where children can get their
wiggles out. Thank you!

The Colombo Family

Natasha Raymond

Thank you for helping me learn balance and peace.

Carol Dores

Olivia Quinsland

Your time, patience, commitment and care with our
1st grader is so very appreciated.

Laura and Darin Lonergan
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Olivia Quinsland

You are great! Thank you for teaching us French Merci!

Maggie Leopold

Patty Zelle

Thanks for making the Huckleberry Library such a
great place!

Brian and Christopher
Villanueva

Paulette Calderone

Thank you for preparing our Gigi for Kindergarten!

The Highlander Family

Paulette Calderone

Your patience and care made a huge difference in
developing my son's writing skills.

Disha Sandeep Gandbhir

Rebecca Castellano

For someone who is caring, dedicated and above all
very patient with students (especially my two) and
for always helping out the never ending questions of
a parent like me. You will always be cherished and
remembered. Thank you!

Kyle Wahl/Lisa DiNardo

Renee Richardson

To an Educator that provides a tender, encouraging
and stimulating environment for learning. Thank
you, the Sinta Family

The Sinta Family

Robert Fletcher

We are so fortunate to begin and end our days with
Mr. Bob! Thank you for all you do!

The Klavens and Ferrara
Families

Rocco

Rocco is the best bus driver. Thanks for all you do.

Troy Sylvia

Ronnie Huntley

Thank you for making us smile and keeping us safe.

Tess and Maggie Leopold

Ronny

Thank you very much for the work you provide to
my daughter Anna Carolina. May God Bless you.

Leia Alves

Rudy Chiti

For everything you have done for our Ian, we just
wanted to thank you! You are AWESOME!

Helen and Gerald
Fitzgerald

Rudy Chiti

Mr. Chiti is an awesome teacher!

Matthew Hopcroft

Sara Laughlin

Thank you for your continuous support and
encouragement! You have a gift that inspires young
minds to learn and achieve!

The Klavens Family

Scott Zucca

Can Wes take you to college with him? You've been
a greatly appreciated, talented teacher.

The Rockholz Family
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Shannon Leitch

Thank you for all your hard work, help and support.
You are the best!

Mark Smith and family

Shannon Leitch

Thanks for seeing Brian through his Middle School
years.

Brian Quinn

Sharon Kilcourse

Ryan is more confident, more inquisitive, and more
passionate about learning because of you. Thank you.

Bergeron Family

Shirley Tartaro

Thank you for all your help…You're the best teacher
on the whole planet!!!

Matt DeStefano

Stephanie Naiman

Thank you for making 2nd grade a great place to be!

The Carrozza Family

Stephanie Naiman

Thank you for a wonderful year. Your consistent and
caring style and high expectations are greatly
appreciated.

Marena Brown

Stephanie Vivas

Thank you for the extra effort and assistance to allow
a student to be successful.

Bill and Charlene
Johns/Sara Johns (student)

Sue Crean

I always look forward to coming to literacy class.
Thank you for pushing me to reach my fullest
potential.

Ashley Peck

Sue Crean

You have been a great teacher. I'm glad I'm in your
homeroom (and literacy class)!

Rachel Li

Sue Crean

Mrs. Crean is the best teacher and Word Masters
coach! Please coach 6th grade Word Masters next
year. I'll miss you!

Claire Lennon

Sue Meadows

Thank you! Square1Art was a success because of your
time and talents.

HHES PTO

Susan Stahley

Thank you for all of the efforts with the daunting
task of coordination all of the teachers to allow a
student to be successful.

Bill and Charlene
Johns/Sara Johns (student)

Toni Sullivan

Thank you for being a great teacher!

Lucas Jacob

Toni Sullivan

A special thanks for giving our kids such a terrific

Laura Welch-Keckley
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head start.
Toni Sullivan

Thank you for your patience and enthusiasm.

Toni Sullivan

The Carrozza Family
Rylee McGee

Toni Sullivan

Thank you for making our daughter's first school
experience one that will help her always love
learning.

The Cowden Family

Tonia Walsh

Thank you for being the best teacher EVER! I'll
never forget you.

Sienna Moore

Trish O'Connor

You have inspired our son to take his writing to
another level. We'll miss you!

The Rockholz Family

Vito Coloneri

Thank you for making a difference in the athletic
experiences at WMS!

The Reich Family

Vito Coloneri

You are a great coach! You made the season fun and
we learned a lot about basketball from you. Thank
you!

Devan & Lucas Joshi

"Coach" Mr. Williams Thanks for being a great teacher and example.
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